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S

ummer is thunderstorm season, and thunderstorms bring lightning, heavy rainfall, hail,
and tornadoes. Resulting fatalities, property damage, and losses from business interruption are
significant. Natural hazards can’t be prevented,
but education, training, and emergency planning
can safeguard life; mitigation can reduce property
damage; and business continuity planning can
speed recovery and reduce operational impacts.
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The Insurance Information Institute reported 246,200 claims for lightning damage in 2008
with insured losses of over $1 billion. A total of 29
“catastrophe” tornado and related events in 2008
caused $10.5 billion in damages as reported by
ISO Property Claims Service.

Understanding the Hazards

A thunderstorm is a rain shower with thunder.
Since thunder comes from lightning, all thunderstorms have lightning. An average thunderstorm
is 15 miles in diameter and lasts an average of 30
minutes.
Thunderstorms are classified as “severe”
when they contain one or more of the following:
hail three-quarter inch or greater, winds gusting
in excess of 50 knots (57.5 mph), or a tornado.
About 10% of all thunderstorms are classified as
severe.

Wind

Summary of Recorded F3 - F5 Tornadoes 1950 - 1998 from
NOAA Storm Prediction Center (Graphic Image by FEMA)

The National Weather Service reports there
were 28 lightning fatalities in 2008, and over the
preceding three years there were an average of
91 deaths from tornadoes. Flash floods are the
leading cause of deaths associated with thunderstorms with more than 140 fatalities each year.

Damage from severe thunderstorm winds account
for half of all severe reports in the lower 48 states
and is more common than damage from tornadoes. “Straight-line” winds (winds not associated
with rotation) can reach up to 100 mph and can
produce a damage path extending for hundreds of
miles.
Downbursts produce damage similar to a tornado, and microbursts can produce wind speeds
up to 168 mph.

Hail

Hail is precipitation that is formed when updrafts
in thunderstorms carry raindrops upward into extremely cold areas of the atmosphere and freezes
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into ice. Hailstones grow by colliding with super
cooled water drops. Thunderstorms that have a
strong updraft keep lifting the hailstones up to
the top of the cloud so they continue to grow. The
hail falls when the thunderstorm’s updraft can no
longer support the weight of the ice. The stronger
the updraft, the larger the hailstone can grow.
Hailstones can shatter windows, smash
roofs, leave pockmarks in exterior siding and
cause thousands of dollars in property damage.
The Insurance Information Institute reported
that hailstones caused almost $2 billion in damage in the U.S. in 2008.

Flood

Thunderstorms can cause a flash flood after producing heavy rainfall in a short amount of time.
Excessive rainfall causes rivers and streams to
swell rapidly and overflow their banks. Heavy
rainfall in the mountains can cause downstream
canyon flooding.

Flooding on Davenport, IA’s River Street
FEMA News Photo

Flash floods can occur with little or no warning. They are very strong—they can roll boulders,
tear out trees, destroy buildings and bridges, and
scour out new channels. Rapidly rising water can
reach heights of 30 feet or more. Flash flood-producing rains falling on steep terrain can weaken
soil and trigger catastrophic mud slides that
damage building, roads, and property.
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Densely populated areas are at a high risk
for flash floods. The construction of buildings,
highways, driveways, and parking lots increases
runoff by reducing the amount of rain absorbed
by the ground. This runoff increases the flash
flood potential.
Sometimes, streams through cities and
towns are routed underground into storm drains.
During heavy rain, the storm drains can become
overwhelmed and flood roads and buildings. Low
spots, such as underpasses, underground parking
garages, and basements can become death traps.

Lightning & Surge

Cloud-to-ground lightning can kill or injure people by direct or indirect means. Besides a direct
or strike in near proximity, lightning current can
branch off to a person from a tree, fence, pole,
antenna, or other tall object. Current may enter a
building and transfer through power lines, telephone lines, or plumbing pipes to a person who is
in contact with an electric appliance, telephone,
or plumbing fixture.
Direct lightning strikes may result in an
explosion, fire, or total destruction. The National
Fire Protection Association reports that on average 31,400 fires were caused by lightning each
year from 2002-2005 resulting in an average of
12 civilian deaths, 57 civilian injuries, and $213
million in direct property damage.
The current from a lightning strike can damage everything in its path. Lightning may strike
a pole or tree and the current travels to nearby
structures and enters through wiring or plumbing.
Property insurer FM Global reported 2,926
lightning claims from insureds in the United
States and Canada from 1973 – 1982. Many of
the claims involved transformers, which are critical to running building and industrial machinery
and equipment. Other equipment damaged by
lightning included motors, generators, circuit
breakers, bus ducts, distribution panels, switchgear, and wiring.
Electronic equipment, information technology, and highly valued data centers are especially
sensitive to power surges. Without proper protection, voltage spikes can cause significant equipment damage and business interruption.
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Tornado

A tornado is a narrow, violently rotating column
of air that extends from the base of a thunderstorm to the ground. Because wind is invisible,
you can’t always see a tornado. A visible sign of
the tornado, a condensation funnel made up of
water droplets, sometimes forms and may or may
not touch the ground during the tornado lifecycle.
Dust and debris in the rotating column also make
a tornado visible and confirm its presence.

Historic commercial buildings in Jackson, TN business
district sustained significant tornado damage.
(FEMA News Photo, May 18, 2003)

Tornadoes are most likely to occur from
mid-afternoon through evening, but they can
occur at any time of day. May and June are the
peak months for tornado activity followed by
April, July, and August.
Tornadoes are classified by the Enhanced F
Scale for Tornado Damage by estimating the 3
second wind gust in MPH. An EF 0 tornado has a
3 second gust of 65-85 MPH. An EF 5 tornado has
wind gusts of over 200 MPH.
Tornadoes travel predominantly from southwest to northeast, however, they may travel in
any direction along with parent thunderstorms.
Movement can range from almost stationary to
more than 60 mph. A typical tornado travels at
around 10-20 miles per hour. Tornadoes touch
the ground from an instant to several hours. The
average is about five minutes.
Detailed guidance for evaluating tornado
risk within the United States is presented within
Design and Construction Guidance for Community Safe Rooms, FEMA 361.
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Mitigation
Lightning Protection

Lightning protection systems for structures
should be designed, installed, and maintained in
accordance with NFPA 780, “The Standard for
the Installation of Lightning Protection Systems.”
The Lightning Protection Institute recommends
any lightning protection system include:
■ A sufficient number of rods that extend above
the upper portions of the structure and their
tips must be so exposed to become the locally-preferred strike receptor.
■ Connections between the strike receptor and
the earth, namely the “main conductors” and
the “down conductor system,” must be able to
carry the rapidly-varying lightning current
without significant heating and without
dislodging.
■ Impedance to the flow of current in the down
conductor must be sufficiently low that “side
flashes” to objects in the vicinity do not occur
as a result of high voltages developed by the
passage of the current.
■ The connections from the down conductors to
the earth must allow the lightning current to
flow into the ground without the development
of large electrical potential differences on the
earth’s surface and without creating hazards
to personnel or structures nearby.
■ All nearby metal components of the structure
must be electrically bonded to its down-conductor system to minimize the probability of
side flashes.

Surge Protection

In addition to direct strikes, lightning generates
electrical surges that can damage electronic
equipment some distance from the actual strike.
Typical surge protectors will not protect equipment from a lightning strike.
Electrical surge protection should be provided for sensitive electronic equipment. Surge
protection devices (SPD) are commonly used to
protect from surges on the AC electrical service.
However, damaging surges can enter from all
electrical connections including telephone lines,
cable television lines, internet connections, and
antennas. Any unprotected electrical, signal, or
data connection to an electrical appliance that
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is connected to a “protected” electrical appliance
exposes the protected appliance. Therefore, all
valuable or critical electronic equipment must be
protected with a zone of protection that includes
surge protection on all connections to all interconnected equipment.
Detailed guidance can be found in the “IEEE
Guide for Surge Protection of Equipment Connected to AC Power and Communication Circuits.”
For information on wind and flood preparedness, go to preparednessllc.com and download the
Preparedness Bulletins on hurricane and flood
preparedness.
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A permanent, substantial building (with wiring, plumbing, walls, and roof) or a fully enclosed,
all-metal vehicle with closed windows are the
safest places to take shelter.

Lightning Safety
Lightning safety begins with planning ahead.
Follow weather forecasts when planning outside
activities and watch for developing thunderstorms when outside. Identify the location of a
safe shelter and the travel time to reach the shelter. Lightning can strike as far as 10 miles from
the area where it is raining, so when thunder is
heard, follow the “30-30 Rule” to avoid danger.

Lightning Safety
“If you can hear it, fear it!”
The “30-30 Rule”
If the time from flash-to-bang is 30
seconds or less, take shelter!
Wait at least 30 minutes after the last
thunder is heard before resuming
activities.
The odds of being struck by lightning
in a lifetime (80 years) are 1 in 3,000.
Don’t be an isolated tall object, and don’t be
connected to anything that may be an isolated
tall object. Avoid unsafe areas including proximity to all metal objects such as power poles, fences
and gates, light poles, metal machinery, electrical
equipment, hauling machinery, and radio equipment. Avoid rooftops, water, and all open areas.

Photo Credit: National Severe Storms Laboratory
December 20, 2010

Avoid use of corded telephones during a
thunderstorm. Cordless phones and cell phones
are safer than corded models as long as the user
is standing well away from the base. Do not use
computers and other electrical equipment that
put you in direct contact with electricity. Stay
away from pools (indoor or outdoor), tubs, showers and other plumbing.
If you witness someone struck by lightning,
call for assistance and render aid if it is safe to go
to their location. Lightning victims do not carry
an electrical charge, are safe to touch, and need
urgent medical attention. After calling for emergency medical assistance, administer CPR and
use an automated external defibrillator (AED), if
the victim is unresponsive or not breathing.

Lightning Safety for Workers

Anyone working outdoors is at risk when severe
weather occurs. Those on or near tall objects,
working with conductive materials, or working
with explosive materials are especially at risk to
lightning.
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Monitor weather forecasts to learn about the
potential for and the approach of severe weather.
Visual observation of high winds, dark clouds, or
heavy rain should trigger action. If severe weather warnings (severe thunderstorms, tornado, or
flash flooding) are issued formalized policy should
dictate action to protect life and property.

Tornado Shelters

Facilities located in areas with a high incidence
of tornadoes should consider engaging qualified
professionals to design a safe room to protect
occupants in the path of a tornado.
If constructing a tornado shelter is not possible, identify the “best available refuge area” for
sheltering. These areas should be identified by a
qualified architect or engineer following guidance
from “Tornado Protection: Selecting Refuge Areas
in Buildings, FEMA 431.” This evaluation should
include the following steps:
■ Determine how much refuge space is required
to house building occupants
■ Review construction drawings and inspect the
building to identify the strongest portion(s) of
the building.
■ Assess the site to identify potential tree, pole,
and tower fall-down, and windborne missiles.
FEMA 431, also provides guidance for selecting
shelter areas within mid- and high-rise buildings,
large stores, and other facilities.

Emergency Planning

The fundamentals of emergency management
apply to preparing for severe weather. Appoint
a competent person to develop the plan and
vest authority in this person to order protective
actions when threatening weather is forecast or
warnings are issued.
Evaluate the risks to your facility, employees, and operations posed by severe weather.
Assess the vulnerability of people who work
outside or who must walk outside to reach buildings on campus. Evaluate outside areas used for
assembling large groups including recreation and
spectator seating areas.
Identify shelter areas adequately sized to
house the maximum building population. Keep in
mind that buses and other fully-enclosed all-met-
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al, motor vehicles may be the only means to
shelter persons not in proximity to a substantial
building.
Establish a weather monitoring station and
assign personnel such as security to monitor
broadcast and internet weather services when
severe weather potential exists. Purchase and
program an Emergency Alert System radio that
will broadcast location-specific severe weather
(and other hazard) warnings. Subscribe to one
of the free weather alert services from weather
services. Alerts can be sent to computer or smartphone. Provide access to online, radio and television weather reports. Facilities with a significant
exposure to lightning may consider subscribing
to a lightning notification service or purchasing
lightning detection equipment.
Evaluate systems to warn persons outside
and inside and ensure orders to seek shelter can
promptly communicated and are audible in all areas. Educate personnel so they know the sound of
the warning signal and how they will be informed
when the hazard has passed.
Develop, document, and communicate policies, protocols, and procedures for protecting people, buildings, and equipment from wind, flood,
lightning, and surge damage.
If thunder is heard, warn persons outside to
move to a substantial building until 30 minutes
after the last sound of thunder. If a tornado warning is issued or a tornado has been spotted, warn
everyone to move to safe shelter immediately.
Conduct an awareness campaign to teach
weather safety and distribute safety tips. Test
warning systems periodically to ensure they work
properly. Finally, conduct training for those responsible for monitoring weather broadcasts and
initiating sheltering warnings.

Watches and Warnings

The National Weather Service defines watches
in a box-shaped area where tornadoes and other
kinds of severe weather are possible in the next
several hours.
When a tornado watch has been issued,
persons need to continuously monitor weather
reports and visually monitor for signs of a tornado. Prepare to warn people to move to shelters
if a tornado is spotted or a warning is issued.
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Environmental clues of an approaching tornado
include:
■ Dark, often greenish sky
■ Wall cloud
■ Large hail
■ Loud roar; similar to a freight train
Some tornadoes appear as a visible funnel
extending only partially to the ground. Look for
signs of debris below the visible funnel. Some
tornadoes are clearly visible while others are obscured by rain or nearby low-hanging clouds.
Keep in mind that the current average leadtime for tornado warnings is 11 minutes according to the National Severe Storms Laboratory
(NSSL). That leaves little time to broadcast a
warning and to move everyone to shelter.

Business Continuity Planning

A business continuity plan should be developed to
help mitigate the impacts of severe weather and
other hazards. Key components of the business
continuity plan should include:
■ Business impact analysis
■ Recovery strategies

About Preparedness, LLC
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■ Procedures for damage assessment, plan
activation, and incident management
The business impact analysis (BIA) should
identify the impacts from damage to, interruption
of, or disruption of critical business functions and
processes. The BIA should address information
technology systems, equipment, and data as well
as critical facilities, machinery, and equipment
that may be damaged by severe weather.
Recovery strategies should describe the
resources needed and the procedures to continue
critical business functions and processes at alternate facilities or by alternate means.
Plans should define the organization, role,
and responsibilities for damage assessment, business continuity plan activation, and implementation of recovery strategies.
Be sure to evaluate property damage and
business interruption insurance for coverage
terms, conditions, policy limits, deductibles, and
waiting period as part of the financial mitigation
of weather risk.

Preparedness, LLC is a client-focused risk consulting
company. Our mission is to safeguard people, protect property, minimize business interruption, and
protect an entity’s image and reputation. Our vision
is to thoroughly understand each client’s business
and become a long-term, trusted advisor.

PREPAREDNESS, LLC

If you have questions, or need assistance with the
development, implementation, or evaluation of your
preparedness program, please contact us.
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